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ABSTRACT: A novel computational method for fitting high-resolution structures of multiple
proteins into a cryoelectron microscopy map is presented. The method named EMLZerD
generates a pool of candidate multiple protein docking conformations of component proteins,
which are later compared with a provided electron microscopy (EM) density map to select the
ones that fit well into the EM map. The comparison of docking conformations and the EM
map is performed using the 3D Zernike descriptor (3DZD), a mathematical series expansion
of three-dimensional functions. The 3DZD provides a unified representation of the surface
shape of multimeric protein complex models and EM maps, which allows a convenient, fast
quantitative comparison of the three-dimensional structural data. Out of 19 multimeric
complexes tested, near native complex structures with a root-mean-square deviation of less than 2.5 Å were obtained for 14 cases
while medium range resolution structures with correct topology were computed for the additional 5 cases.

■

dynamics,1,16−20 normal-mode analysis,17,18 and elastic network
models.21
The aforementioned methods mainly focus on optimizing
the conformation and the orientation of high-resolution
structures around their initially assigned positions, or mapping
a component and its symmetric assembly into an EM map,
one at a time. In conjunction with such methods, a couple of
approaches were proposed that are aimed toward determining the
positions and orientations of multiple high-resolution structures
of component proteins simultaneously in an EM density map.
Kawabata22 and Lasker et al.23 used Gaussian mixture models as a
reduced representation of molecule shapes. In the former study,
initial random positions for subunits are used as starting points,
which are iteratively improved. In the latter method, given a set of
anchor points in an EM map, the placements of high-resolution
component structures are optimized.
Here, we present a novel computational method (EMLZerD) for fitting multiple high-resolution structures into an EM
map, which combines a multiple protein docking procedure and
an assessment for fitness of the protein complex structures and
the EM map using the 3D Zernike descriptor (3DZD).24−26
The multiple protein docking procedure generates a couple
hundred plausible protein complex structures assembled from
the component proteins.27,28 Then, the overall surface shape of
each candidate protein complex structure is compared with the
EM map using the 3DZD. The 3DZD is a mathematical series
expansion of a 3D function, which is a compact and rotationally
invariant representation of a 3D object (i.e., the surface shape
of the protein complexes and the EM map). The similarity of

INTRODUCTION
Multimeric protein complexes are at the center of many
important biological functions, such as transport, gene
regulation, translation, and enzymatic reactions. Although an
increasing number of high-resolution structures of single
proteins have been solved by X-ray crystallography and nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR), solving protein complex structures is still a challenging task by these methods. In recent
years, cryo-electron microscopy (EM) has made significant
advances to successfully determine macromolecular complex
structures.1,2 However, structures determined by EM are at
relatively low resolution, ranging from about 4 Å to over 30 Å.
Since atomic resolution structures of component proteins
in a protein complex are available in many cases either from the
experimental methods or computational modeling, it is of practical
importance to establish efficient and accurate computational
methods that can fit high-resolution structures into an EM
density map of a protein complex.3−5
EMfit by Rossmann et al. optimizes the position of an
atomic-resolution structure in an EM map by performing a sixdimensional local search starting from a predetermined
position.6 SITUS7,8 employs a method called the codebook
vector that allows fast density comparisons, without the need
for explicit superimposition of maps. BCL::EM-Fit9 uses
geometric hashing combined with Monte Carlo refinement to
perform rigid body fitting. Semiautomatic protocols using the
EMAN10 package have also been devised,2,11 which combine
computational programs with manual manipulation to generate
fitted structures.
Since cryoEM has been often applied to large symmetric
protein complexes, several methods construct symmetrical
structures from a single protein and examine atomic clashes and
the deviation from a structure with an idealized symmetry.6,12−15
To account for conformational changes of proteins in multimeric
forms, several methods focus on the application of molecular
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overview of EMLZerD is illustrated in Figure 1. The two steps
are described below in more detail.
Multimeric Protein Docking with Multi-LZerD. Given a
set of protein structures, Multi-LZerD assembles them into
complex structures by combining pairwise docking solutions of
pairs of proteins. The detailed algorithm and the benchmark
results of multiple protein docking are provided elsewhere.28,29
Here, we provide a brief explanation of the algorithm and the
pseudocode of Multi-LZerD (Figure 2).

two objects can be quantified by the Euclidean distance of
coefficients assigned to each term in the 3DZD series expansion
of the two objects. Our approach has the following advantages:
first, multiple component proteins can be fit into an EM map
without providing initial positions of the proteins in the map,
which is not addressed by the majority of the existing methods.
The complex structure to be fit does not need to be symmetric.
By using the compact and rotation invariant shape
representation by the 3DZD, expensive computations required
for superimposition of density maps or correlation calculations
are avoided. Moreover, fitness of the complex structures to the
EM map is quantitatively evaluated as the Euclidean distance of
the 3DZDs. Therefore, the distance can be considered as the
confidence score of the solution.
We tested our method on a data set of 19 multimeric
asymmetric protein complexes, for which EM maps were
simulated at 10 and 15 Å resolutions. Among them, near
native complex structures within a root-mean-square deviation
of 2.5 Å were obtained for 14 cases while medium range
resolution structures with correct topology were computed for
the remaining 5 cases.

■

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Our method, EMLZerD, takes a set of atomic resolution
structures of component proteins and an EM map of the
protein complex structure as input and determines the
positions and the orientations of the component proteins
within the EM map. The method consists of two logical steps:
given a set of atomic resolution structures of proteins, a
multiple docking program called Multi-LZerD, developed by
our group, is employed to generate a couple hundred protein
complex models. In the following step, the fitness of each
complex model is evaluated against the target EM map using
the 3DZD. Thus, the output of the EMLZerD is the ranked list
of protein complex models with the confidence score. The

Figure 2. Pseudocode of Multi-LZerD multimeric protein docking
procedure.

Multi-LZerD takes atomic resolution structures of subunits
from a multimeric protein complex and starts by generating
over 54 000 docking poses for every pair of proteins using
a pairwise docking program, LZerD (Local 3D Zernike
descriptor-based docking program).27 Note that pairwise
docking is performed for every protein pair, including pairs
that do not interact in the complex, since the correct complex
structure is not known beforehand. Using the pairwise solutions
for each protein pair, a whole complex structure can be
uniquely specified as a graph, more precisely, a spanning tree,
where nodes represent proteins and an edge between a pair

Figure 1. Overall flowchart of EMLZerD.
B
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Table 1. Fitting Results Obtained for 19 Multimeric Complexesa
PDB

chains

number of residuesb

rmsd (Å)c

rank by energyd

10 Å EM rank (euc. distance)e

1A0R
1B9X
1K6N
1VCB
2AZE
2PRG
1ES7
1GPQ
1K2X
1LOG
1NNU
1QGW
1RHM
1WWW
2BBK
6RLX
1W88
1I3O
1JYO

3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
6
6

650
654
855
390
307
630
410
528
640
466
578
497
498
442
960
104
1433
812
730

0.85
0.62
1.11
1.16
1.00
1.38
1.85
1.74
7.53
1.90
1.12
3.24
1.07
2.48
2.04
4.49
4.80
2.07
6.43

1
1
1
113
1
141
4
1
68
63
4
4
1
54
1
171
1
57
55

1 (1.99)
1 (0.95)
1 (1.54)
1 (1.36)
1 (1.37)
1 (1.50)
1 (2.48)
1 (0.55)
170 (9.62)
1 (2.01)
1 (1.32)
1 (3.80)
2 (2.57)
17 (2.68)
1 (1.67)
84 (13.39)
1 (1.62)
7 (2.27)
51 (5.38)

15 Å EM rank (euc. distance)e
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
168
1
1
1
1
17
1
23
1
3
73

(0.48)
(0.18)
(1.13)
(0.53)
(0.42)
(0.57)
(1.25)
(0.35)
(4.95)
(0.95)
(0.64)
(1.40)
(0.27)
(2.14)
(0.38)
(2.57)
(0.70)
(0.92)
(4.31)

a

The best fit structure after the final generation of Multi-LZerD is analyzed in terms of its RMSD to the native, as well as the ranking improvement
obtained due to the EM fitting process. bThe total number residues of all the subunits in the complex. cThe best global Cα root-mean-square
deviation (rmsd) to the native structure in the last GA generation. dThe rank given by Multi-LZerD to this prediction, before testing the agreement
with the EM map. eThe original predictions are reranked according to the Euclidean distances of 3D Zernike descriptors for the native EM density
map and the one from the prediction, using the two different resolutions tested.

search.42 Here we provide a brief description of the 3DZD. For
more mathematical details of the derivation, please refer to the
previous papers.24−26
The 3DZD is a series expansion of a 3D function in terms of
the Zernike−Canterakis basis:

specifies one of the precomputed docking poses of the two
proteins. The spanning tree representation is very suitable for
constructing a multiple docking complex from pairwise decoys
because not all pairs of nodes need to be connected. MultiLZerD explores the conformation space of spanning trees using
a genetic algorithm (GA), which changes connections between
nodes and exchanges docking poses between pairs of proteins.
Combinatorial optimizations are performed starting from a
population of 200 randomly generated spanning trees. Complex
structures with too many atom clashes are removed. The
complex structures are subject to clustering, and finally, the 200
lowest energy structures are selected. After each round of
optimization, the best 200 conformations are kept for the next
iteration. This is repeated up to 5000 iterations.
Multiple docking structures are evaluated with a physicsbased score that linearly combines terms for the van der Waals
potential,30 the electrostatic potential,31 hydrogen bond and
disulfide bond terms,32 a solvation term,33,34 and a statistical
atomic contact potential.35 Clustering is performed at the end
of each generation to promote structural variability in the
population. 200 complex structures from the final generation
are taken as input for the next step, where each of the candidate
structures is compared with the EM map using 3DZD.
Evaluation of Fitness of Complex Structures with the
EM Map Using 3D Zernike Descriptor. Previous studies4,7,8
have emphasized the importance of having a concise yet
precise representation of EM density maps that allows efficient
comparison between proposed atomic models and low
resolution EM data. The 3DZD24−26,36 complies with these
requirements for the purposes of EM-fitting. A 3DZD is a
series expansion of a mathematical 3D function that, in this
case, encodes the EM-maps and the surface shape of protein
complexes. In our previous studies, the 3DZD was successfully
applied to fast protein global shape comparison,37,38 ligand
binding pocket comparison,39−41 and small ligand molecule

m(r , ϑ , ϕ) = R (r )Y m(ϑ , ϕ)
Znl
nl
l

(1)

where −l < m < l, 0 ≤ l ≤ n, and (n − l) is even. Ylm(ϑ, φ) are
the spherical harmonics, and Rnl(r) are radial functions, which
are constructed so that Znlm(r, ϑ, φ) can be converted to
polynomials, Znlm(X), in the Cartesian coordinates as follows:
The Cartesian and spherical coordinates are converted
between each other as
x = |x|(sin ϑ sin ϕ , sin ϑ cos ϕ , cos ϕ)T
= r(sin ϑ sin ϕ , sin ϑ cos ϕ , cos ϕ)T

(2)

The spherical harnomics Yl m(ϑ, φ) are shown to be convertible
to the Cartesian coordinates as
Ylm(ϑ, ϕ) =

1 m
e l (x)
rl

(3)

Using eq 3, the 3D Zernike moments (eq 1) are converted to
the Cartesian coordinates as
m(x) = R (r )Y m(ϑ , ϕ)
Znl
nl
l
1 m
= R nl(r ) el (x)
rl
k

=

C

1
qklν |x|2ν r l elm(x)
rl
ν= 0

∑

(4)
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Figure 3. Examples of structures fitted into EM maps. The resolution of the simulated EM maps is 10 Å. Predicted subunit arrangements (cyan)
fitted into the EM maps are superimposed on the crystal structures of the native complexes (magenta). The global rmsd of the fitted structures are
the following: 1B9X, 0.62 Å; 1GPQ, 1.74 Å; 1K6N, 1.11 Å; 1NNU, 1.12 Å; 1W88, 4.80 Å; and 6RLX, 4.49 Å (Table 1).

Thus,

where
k

R nl(r ) =

∑

qklν |x|2ν r l =

ν= 0

k

∑

qklν r 2ν+ l

ν= 0

clm = cl−m =
(5)

⌊l − m /2⌋

∑
μ= 0

⎛ l ⎞⎛ l − μ ⎞
⎟
⎜ ⎟⎜
⎝ μ ⎠⎝ m + μ ⎠

(− 1)k
qklν =
22k

2 ⎞μ

⎛ x2 + y
⎜⎜ −
⎟⎟
4z 2 ⎠
⎝

(7)

l!

2k = n − l and the coefficient qklv are determined as follows to
guarantee the orthonormality of the functions within the unit
sphere,

Here
⎛ ix − y ⎞m l − m
⎟ z
elm(x) = r lclm⎜
⎝ 2 ⎠

(2l + 1)(l + m) ! (l − m)!

(6)

⎛ k ⎞⎛ 2(k + l + ν) + 1⎞
⎟
⎝ ν ⎠⎝
⎠
2k
2l + 4k + 3 ⎛ 2k ⎞
ν
⎜ ⎟(− 1)
⎞
⎛
⎠
⎝
3
k+l+ν
k
⎟
⎜
⎠
⎝
k
⎜ ⎟⎜

(8)
D
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To represent 3D structural data in the 3DZD, the 3D structure
is mapped to a 3D grid function, f(x). Now 3D Zernike
moments of f(x) are defined by the expansion in this
orthonormal basis, as follows
Ωm
nl =

3
f (x)Znl
̅ m(x) dx
4π |x|≤ 1

∫

Table 2. Fitting Results Using Different Order (n) to
Generate the 3D Zernike Descriptors
10 Å EM ranka

(9)

The rotational invariance is obtained by defining the 3DZD
series Fnl as norms of vectors Ωnl:
m=l

Fnl =

∑
m =−l

2
(Ω m
nl)
(10)

The parameter n is called the order of 3DZD, which
determines the resolution of the descriptor. An order of n = 20,
which gives a total of 121 terms (the ranges of m and l are
determined by n), is used in our current work, unless otherwise noted. The order of 20 is shown to be effective in global
protein surface shape comparison in our previous work.43 As
the result, a 3D structure is represented by a vector of coefficients
assigned to each term of the 3DZD. An additional comparison
with n = 24 and n = 28 (169 and 225 coefficients, respectively)
is provided in the Results section to show the impact of varying
this parameter.
The fitness of generated protein complex structures with
respect to a target EM map (i.e., similarity of the two 3D
structures) is assessed by first simulating the EM density for the
200 complexes; then, 3DZD coefficients are generated for
these. The similarity is quantified as the Euclidean distance
between the vectors of 3DZD coefficients. Note that
prealignment of a complex structure to the EM map is not
necessary since the 3DZD is rotation invariant. A smaller
Euclidean distance between a complex structure and an EM
map indicates a considerable shape agreement, while high
values mean significant differences in the overall shape between
the two. As we will see in the Results section, the multimeric
structure model with the smallest Euclidean distance represents
the best fitting model into the target EM map for the majority
of the test cases.
Data Set. To benchmark the proposed method, we
prepared a data set of 19 multimeric protein complex structures.
EM maps for these complex structures were simulated using
the pdb2mrc program in EMAN2.10 Simulated EM maps have
been commonly used for studying structure fitting into EM
maps.9,17,21,22,44 For a protein complex, EM maps of two
resolutions, 10 and 15 Å, were prepared. The 3DZDs of the EM
maps were computed for an isosurface using a density range
from 5 to 8 for the EM map at 10 Å resolution, while from 7 to
11 for the case of the 15 Å resolution. These density ranges
were shown to be effective in capturing characteristic shape
features of EM maps in our previous study.45

PDB

rank by
energya

n = 20

1A0R
1B9X
1K6N
1VCB
2AZE
2PRG
1ES7
1GPQ
1K2X
1LOG
1NNU
1QGW
1RHM
1WWW
2BBK
6RLX
1W88
1I3O
1JYO

1
1
1
113
1
141
4
1
68
63
4
4
1
54
1
171
1
57
55

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
170
1
1
1
2
17
1
84
1
7
51

15 Å EM rank

n = 24 n = 28 n = 20
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
168
1
1
2
1
18
1
87
1
12
60

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
163
1
1
2
1
18
1
88
1
8
63

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
168
1
1
1
1
17
1
23
1
3
73

n = 24 n = 28
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
168
1
1
1
1
16
1
31
1
2
73

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
173
1
1
1
1
15
1
33
1
2
71

a

The rank by energy and results of ranking for EM maps with n = 20
are the same as those shown in Table 1.

for a target protein complex. The fourth and fifth columns from
the left in Table 1 show the root-mean-square deviation (rmsd)
of the model that is closest to the native structure and the
model’s rank by the physics-based score.
For 15 out of 19 cases, near native structures with an rmsd of
less than 4.0 Å to the native were obtained. The 15 cases
include 14 highly accurate structures whose rmsd is less than
2.5 Å. The physics-based score ranked a near native structure
(rmsd of <4.0 Å) at the top in 7 out of the 15 cases, and within
the fifth rank in 10 cases. Although the best (i.e., closest to
native) models for the other four cases, 1K2X, 6RLX, 1W88,
and 1JYO, have an rmsd of over 4.0 Å, the topologies
(interactions of subunits) are almost correct. In the cases of
1W88 and 6RLX, their subcomplexes excluding one subunit
were predicted within 4.0 Å rmsd. The subcomplex composed
of chains A, B, C, and D in 1W88 was predicted at 1.28 Å rmsd
and a slight displacement of chain I increased the overall rmsd.
The second case, 6RLX, shows that the subcomplex with chains
B, C, and D was predicted at 3.22 Å rmsd, and the displacement
of chain A was the cause for a higher overall rmsd of 4.49 Å.
Similar results were observed for 1JYO (six chain complex) and
1K2X (four chain complex). For 1JYO, an rmsd of 3.83 Å was
observed for the subunit with four chains, A, B, D, and E. The
rmsd increased to 4.75 Å when chain C is also considered and
an overall rmsd ended up with 6.43 Å when all chains are taken
into account. For the last case, 1K2X, the pairwise pose with
chains A and B was predicted at 1.13 Å while C and D at 1.55
Å, and the union of these two subcomplexes yielded the
medium quality overall rmsd of 7.53 Å. Therefore, overall
Multi-LZerD managed to generate a near-native complex
structure for the majority of the cases; however, not all of them
were ranked high by the physics-based score among the 200
candidate structures. In the following section, we discuss how
well the near-native structure models are ranked by using the
target EM map and the 3DZD.

■

RESULTS
The modeling results for the 19 multimeric protein complexes
are summarized in Table 1. Along with the results of highresolution structure fitting into the EM maps, we also show
multimeric protein docking results by Multi-LZerD without
using the EM maps.
Multimeric Protein Docking Results. To begin with, we
examine the accuracy of the multimeric protein complex
structures generated by Multi-LZerD. 200 plausible complex
models were generated and ranked by the physics-based score
E
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Figure 4. Euclidean distance between the 3DZD of the complex models and the EM map relative to the rmsd of the complex models: (A) 1B9X;
(B) 1GPQ; (C) 1K6N; (D) 1NNU; (E) 1W88; (F) 6RLX. The complex structures from the final generation of the GA optimization are plotted.
EM maps of 10 Å resolution were used.

Fitting Complex Structure Models to EM Maps. For
each test case, 200 multimeric complex structure models were
ranked according to their fitness to the EM map. The fitness of
the models was quantified with the Euclidean distance between
the 3DZD coefficients computed for the overall surface shape
of the models and the isosurface of the EM map. The two
rightmost columns in Table 1 show the ranks of the near native
structures using the EM maps at 10 and 15 Å resolutions.
For the results using EM maps at 10 Å resolution,
remarkably, the model closest to native was selected at the
top rank in 14 out of the 19 cases. In addition, the best model
for 1RHM and 1I3O, with rmsd values of 1.07 and 2.07 Å, was
selected at the second and the seventh rank, respectively.
However, the other four cases show a less successful ranking for
the best structure model. This is caused mainly because the best
available structures are not very accurate; their rmsd was in the
∼5 Å+ range for three out of the four cases (1K2X, 6RLX,
1JYO). Thus, the problem lies rather in the generation of

accurate multimeric complex structures and not in the
effectiveness of the 3DZD-based comparison. Indeed, the
best docking model was selected as the top rank in all cases
except one (1WWW, ranked 17) when the model’s rmsd to
native is closer than 2.5 Å. These ranks for the best structure
models are, needless to say, better than the ranks obtained
by the physics-based score without using the EM maps.
Encouragingly, even slightly better results were obtained when
15 Å resolution EM maps were used. This indicates that
EMLZerD can be applied even when the resolution of available
EM maps is as low as 15 Å.
In Figure 3, six examples of fitted subunit structures into
EM maps are shown. The global rmsd of the fitted structure to
the crystal structure is shown in Table 1. The first four are
successful cases, where structure fitting was made within 0.62 to
1.74 Å. As mentioned before, the case of 1W88 suffers from a
slightly misplaced chain I (shown outside the EM map), while
6RLX shows the same with misplaced chain A in this case.
F
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To analyze the impact of different values of the order n, in
Table 2 we show the ranks obtained using n = 24 and 28 in
comparison with the results using n = 20 (as in Table 1). Using
a larger order provides finer representation of the input surface
shape. It is shown that results of the ranks are almost the same.
Given that an order of 20 gives a more compact representation
than a larger order, and that using a higher order yields similar
results, the use of n = 20 provides better efficiency while also
being accurate.
3DZD Euclidean Distance between Complex Models
and EM Maps. We show the distribution of the Euclidean
distance between the 3DZDs of complex models and the EM
map (y-axis) relative to the rmsd of the models (x-axis) in
Figure 4. Six representative cases are shown: Figure 4A−D are
cases where complex structures were predicted at an rmsd of
less than 2.5 Å and successfully selected with the smallest
Euclidean distance. Figure 4E is an example where the
multimeric docking procedure did not yield a globally accurate
model but the best model of a medium accuracy (rmsd: 4.80 Å)
among the structure candidate pool was ranked as the top
prediction by the Euclidean distance. The last example, Figure
4F, is a case where the docking procedure obtained only a
medium accuracy model (rmsd: 4.49 Å), which was ranked low
by the Euclidean distance. Note that there is only one near-native
model at a low rmsd range among all the generated models
because similar structures were clustered at the end of the
multimeric docking procedure. The Euclidean distance of the
best (i.e., closest to native) complex structure models are shown
in parentheses within the “EM rank” columns in Table 1.
It is shown that highly accurate models with an rmsd <2.0 Å
(Figure 4A−D) are well distinguished from the rest of the
structure models by the Euclidean distance of 3DZDs.
Significant correlation coefficients were not observed between
the rmsd and the 3DZD Euclidean distance (0.0−0.53); however,
this is reasonable because most of the structures have an rmsd of
10 Å or higher, where the overall conformations are very different
from native and also because there are not many near-native
structures in the pool due to the clustering.
To further investigate the relationship between the 3DZD
Euclidean distance and the accuracy of the fitting, we plotted
the 3DZD Euclidean distance and the rmsd of the top ranked
model from the 19 test cases (i.e., the complex structure model
that has the smallest 3DZD Euclidean distance to the EM map)
in Figure 5. When the top ranked structure model has a
significantly small Euclidean distance, they are highly accurate
in the majority of cases. With the Euclidean distance threshold
of 1.5, the models’ rmsd values are within 2.0 Å in 7 out of 9
cases (77.8%), while models at the Euclidean distance of 2.0 or
smaller are predicted at better than 2.5 Å rmsd for 11 out of 15
cases (73.3%). On the other hand, the plot shows that a highly
accurate model may not be expected when even the top ranked
structure model has the 3DZD Euclidean distance of 2.5 or
higher. There are four structures with a Euclidean distance of
over 2.5, whose rmsd to native are all above 3.0 Å, namely, 3.23,
19.3, 12.2, and 21.4 Å. Thus, an advantage of the proposed
method is that the 3DZD Euclidean distance can indicate the
quality of the generated complex model. Figure 4 also shows
that almost all the structure models with a 3DZD Euclidean
distance of 2.0 or higher have a very large rmsd to native.

Figure 5. Models with the smallest 3DZD Euclidean distance from the
19 test cases are plotted. The EM maps at 10 Å resolution were used.

for a given EM map. The combination of the 3DZD with a
multimeric protein docking was implemented in the new
method, EMLZerD, which was shown to be successful for the
majority of the test cases in generating models that fit into
given EM maps. Among the test cases, there are few where the
method did not yield a near-native model. However, the 3DZD
can indicate if a sufficiently accurate model is included in the
pool of generated candidate structures or not. If the best fitting
structure model (i.e., one with the smallest Euclidean distance
to the EM map) still has a large distance of over 2.5, it is highly
likely that an accurate model was not generated yet, thus it is
worthwhile to continue to run the GA optimization for more
generations, to explore further the conformational space.
Unlike existing methods that focus on local optimization of
the placement of component proteins starting from preassigned
anchoring positions in an EM map, our approach focuses
on automatic placement of multimeric asymmetric complex
simultaneously to an EM map. If additional biological or
structural information of the protein complex is known
beforehand, for example, symmetrical units or binding interface
residues,46 such information can be used in the multimeric
docking stage to restrict the conformational space. Although
the current method does not explicitly consider flexibility of
protein subunits, existing methods for handling flexibility1,16−20
can be employed for refinement of the fitted model provided by
EMLZerD, especially for the cases where our final predicted
model does not have a small distance to the EM map.
As more protein complexes are being solved by EM,47,48 it is
crucial to provide computational methods that aid analyzing
low-resolution structures from EM by efficiently bridging
available high-resolution structures and low-resolution EM data.
EMLZerD, together with the other existing methods, will be a
valuable tool for EM structural biology.
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